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let’s build something together

for brands & agencies



tentcraft makes it better. 

Rooted in humility, hard work, and a little weirdness, TentCraft is a juggernaut of manufacturing quality. 
We produce professional outdoor marketing elements - such as tents, structures, flags, and everything 

in between - for popular brands and agencies all across America. 

trusted by many. 
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With ten years of experience as an industry leader, TentCraft is committed to finding the best, most 
custom solutions for your brand challenges. Work with us, and you'll have a team of passionate partners 
advocating for and amplifying your work. 

the team approach. 

How did we become an industry leader? It's all rooted in our mission - "Make it Better:' 

Your account will be serviced by an expert in this field and a true extension of your team. Your Sales 

Rep  will give you honest advice about dreaming up and purchasing outdoor tents, structures and 

goods for your clients. They'll walk you through the printing process and help you decide which frame 

type will satisfy your project goals. And when all is said and done, they'll send a good luck on the event 

date and plan on how to make your next project even better. 





custom inflatables. 

go anywhere
portable
unique
light





Being tough and durable is only half our solution. We also have a much softer side. Just like making our 

products with the highest quality ingredients, our people – the hands and minds of the company – are 

comprised of gritty talent and a heavy dose of heart.

Each TentCraft product is designed, sewn, and built by real hands, real people. Proudly, we’re one of the 

few manufacturers that still believe in a hand-built product. 

Here’s how:

• We give you a personal representative who will only be interested in soaking up as much information 

about your business goals and determining how TentCraft can solve your most challenging problems.

• We give you a personal graphic designer who will only be interested in being your top resource to 

bring your idea to life, creating detailed designs made specifically for 3-D structures.

• • We give you a personal project manager who will only be interested in making sure your project runs 

as smoothly as possible and to see you succeed. 

With all this fire-power, how do we make this the easiest solution for your outdoor event needs? The 

bite behind this bark is we’ve figured out a way to make your process as efficient as possible without 

sacrificing your time, money, or sanity. 



info@tentcraft.com
800.950.4553  
tentcraft.com

From custom pop-up tents to event accessories to experiential footprints, we do it all and we do it well. 

We’re interested in becoming an extension of your team, committed to your brand and the impressions 

you make, and blowing your expectations out of the water. 

Work with us, and you’ll have an army of passionate partners advocating for and amplifying your brand. 

We’re different. We’re experienced. We’re TentCraft. Let’s make something together.




